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Gransfors bruks outdoor axe vs hunters axe

In this post I take a look at one of the less widely used Gransfors Bruks axe-hunters axe. According to the manufacturer, the tool was designed specifically to help skin hunters of large animals using a rounded poll to hit and separate the skin from the body. Specifications: Manufacturer: Gransfors Bruks AB
Axe Head Weight: 1.5 pounds Axe Length: 19 inches Axe Head Material: Unknown Swedish Steel Pen Material: Hickory Cost: $170.00 This is a very expensive axe, especially since it is something I would consider a specialized tool. In this post I will compare it to the Gransfors Bruks Small Forest Axe,
and their length and weight specifications are about the same. The handle of the Hunters axe is a little shorter than that of the Small Forest Axe. It also has a completely different shape. While the Small Forest Axe has a handle that looks like a shrivelled axe handle, the Axe Hunters appear to have an
enlarged wildlife Hatchet handle. The Hunters Axe handle also has a grooved handle, which she intended to help with the clutch when the axe is covered in blood. I find that the rest of the time it makes the handle less comfortable to use as it abrasive hands. Grain handles are good as expected from the
axe with this price tag, but there is some heart wood, which can be a problem for some people. The head of Gransfors Bruks Hunters Axe is very similar to the axe of the Small Forest. The bit is thin and penetrates well into the tree. He also suffers from the problem of having a head, which expands too
sharply between the bat and the eye. Eye Hunters axe is a little smaller and more rounded than that of the Small Forest Axe. The design appears to be there to place an axe-like handle used by axe hunters. The balance of the axe is quite good and comparable to the balance of the Small Forest Axe. Bit is
sightly heavier than the poll, but overall, the balance is good. Another significant difference between the two axes is the rounded Hunters poll. It is well polished and any sharp corners or flat surfaces have been removed. I don't know how many benefits it gives when skinning a large animal, particularly
compared to an axe with a non-rounded poll, but it certainly doesn't help with any other task to which you can put the axe. Forget about using it to score in tent bets. You've probably hit it with bar soap as you are with this rounded poll. I think that reflects my overall impression of the Gransfors Bruks
Hunters Axe. This seems to be a specialized tool for which I could not find good use during the regular use of the camp. The rounded poll was big down the side as you can no longer use the poll hammer in the betting tent, crush the nuts, etc. the handle was made more uncomfortable by my grooves, and
reduced length, combined with an axe, as the design made it uncomfortable use with two hands. Eventually I found myself using it as a big axe. I'm sure all of these specs would be very useful for those who skin a lot of moose, and this could be the perfect axe for this person, but in my opinion all the
design changes made it a lot less useful as a total bushcraft axe. Comparison of your product is shown below. Tap the product attribute in the left column to sort on that attribute. There are many reasons to own an axe. If you want to live closer to nature, you can use them to cleanse areas of debris and
foliage; You can use them to cut wood to keep yourself warm and cook the food more. Some people even buy an axe solely for protective reasons. Whatever reason you have to buy a new axe, you will want to find the best choice for you and your needs. With so many models on the market, it can feel
like a slog searching through reviews and hunting for your perfect axe. That's why we decided to go straight through any confusion and compare two of the best axes currently being done for you. We'll be comparing the Gransfors Bruks Open Axe against the Gransfors Bruks Small Forest Axe.We're going
to look objectively at what makes each of these specials and find out who is the overall champion. ProductGunsfors Brooks Outdoor AxeGr'nsfors Bruks Small Forest Axe Head Material Hand Material Material Length Guarantee20 Year Grunsfors Guarantee20 Year Grunsfors Guarantee Price
ProductGunsfors Outdoor Axe Head Material Guarantee 20 Year Grunsfors Guarantee ProductGrensforce Brooks Small Forest Axe Head We're going to counter these axes to each other to see what they both offer and figure out what is best. Both products are from Gransfors Bruks, a high-quality
manufacturer of durable outdoor axes. Gransfors Bruks Outdoor AxeStraight from the bat, Gransfors Bruks Outdoor Axe designed and built entirely with end users in mind. It is a lightweight, functional axe that is easy to swing and works well. The steel collar on the axe is ideal for helping to deflect the
impact when you are out of cleavage wood. The wooden handle and the iron axe are both of higher quality than most, as you would expect from a manufacturer like Gransfors Bruks. Another outstanding feature is the shell that fits tightly and superbly produces a piece of skin in itself. ProsAstounding
functionality and ease of useAshethically beautiful design and leather axe shellCons Smaller area cutting axe may not be ideal for all potential usersOn the higher end of the spectrum price-wiseGransfors Bruks Small Forest AxeWith Assembly and Thin Head, Small Small The axe is definitely not the most
powerful model on the market. The sleek axe really stands out against others in the crowd though, and is actually one of its main selling points. It is a well-made medium-sized axe that is durable and portable. In terms of the axe that you can always have at hand, the Small Forest Axe should be one of the
most comfortable and reliable on the market. Like all Gransfors Bruks models, it has been thoroughly tested and you can be sure that it has passed all the tests they threw it in. Read our in-depth review here. ProsRobust, a razor-sharp steel that can really pack a punchThe beautifully curved handle
makes the Small Forest Axe Fun to use The Small Forest Axe is a higher price than others in the market. It's portable and won't wear out as fast as the larger models. Because of its size, it is ideal for use when cleaning bushes and other foliage. The lightweight nature of the blade also means that it
provides great control when using it for hand-carved. You can cut the trunks with an outdoor axe, although it is suggested not to chop anything over 6-8 inches. Small logs can be easily separated due to the unique formation of the blade - it has a fissile wedge, unlike the usual Gransfors Bruk deep-cut
shape. The back of the blade has a flat rectangular hammer, which is ideal for camping (E.G. hammer in a peg tent). Gransfors Bruks Small Forest AxeThe high-carbon steel of a small forest axe is reliable, durable and very sharp. He sports a classic Gransfors Bruk uniform that has proved so popular
over the years. It is mounted on the handle extremely tightly, so there is no chance of it wiggle or go free while using. As with many axes, there is a chance of a rust blade if it gets wet. Keeping on top of this problem by applying mineral oils and maintaining steel is essential if you will get the axe wet
during regular use. It also has the added benefit of keeping the blade looking fresh and new, even months (or years) down the line. HandleAs as long as you use the Open Axe just for the tasks it was designed for, you will find the handle to be extremely sturdy and strong. It does not have as pronounced
a curve as other models on the market. In fact, it's one of the most direct handles out there. A small flash at the bottom prevents slippage though, and the bulge further up the handle means it is perfect for Grip. The steel collar mounted on the Gransfors Bruks Outdoor Axe is as strong and well designed
as you'd expect from these manufacturers. This helps to limit any damage an axe can withstand when dividing logs, and this is it an additional boost to the overall strength of the structure. Gransfors Bruks Small Forest AxeThe smooth, exquisite handle of a small forest axe is made of exceptionally high-
quality hickory. It curves nicely without any serious strokes, which means that it handles well and there are no problems using it for long periods of time. The grip with the axe is great - your hands move over the surface of the handle comfortably and the palm swell at the bottom stops it from slipping
through your fingers. The handle and head of the axe are quite small, but not as small as an axe. Despite its size, it is a strong handle and can withstand even the most powerful blows. At the base of the handle, you will find a small lanyard hole drilled right through. It's really handy and perfect for
threading a loop of skin, fabric, or rope through and then hanging an axe somewhere safe. SheathGransfors Bruks Open Axe For many people, the quality and design of the shell is not even a factor in their decision when they are looking for a new axe. If you are the type of person who appreciated a well
made shell, however, you are in for a treat. This handmade leather shell is by far the most aesthetically pleasing of the two. It's beautifully crafted, with a light slide-in design, and a useful strap to keep your axe safe and secure when it's installed. Gransfors Bruks Small Forest AxeThere is nothing about
the shell that comes with a small forest axe that will affect your final purchase. It is a purely functional addition made from plant-tanned skin. It certainly gets the job done with minimal problems, but it's not something to write home about. It is doubtful that this is a shell that will stand the test of time. For
what it is, however, it performs pretty well and it does look good when installed. PriceGransfors Bruks Outdoor AxeComing at about $200, the Open Axe from Gransfors Bruks is certainly not a purchase for the faint of heart. You wouldn't expect to buy an axe of this quality and skill for any less, however.
Gransfors Bruks is firmly established at the higher end of the spectrum in the world of axes. Gransfors Bruks Small Forest AxeAt about $190, Small Forest Axe is certainly not the cheapest model on the market. The quality, however, comes at a price, and this Gransfors Bruks axe is more than worth the
asking price when you consider the exceptional build quality and overall design. A few recent wordsHere are a few concluding thoughts on how each of the axes can be improved in future iterations. In this section, we will simply cover the factors that may ultimately affect your buying decision. Gransforce
Brooks Open Axe, an excellent piece of craftsmanship. A straight handle, however, may take some getting used to, and there may be the kind of aesthetic look that many there are looking for. The price can also really affect your purchase - although with these prices comes an extremely high-quality
product. Gransfors Bruks Outdoor Axe Drake Off Road Tools 2.5 face14.75 hickory penHead weight - 1 lbFull grain-skin shell - IncludedThe Axe Book - IncludedThe Gransfors Bruks Small Forest Axe is well designed in almost every possible way. Its smooth hickory handle is nice to hold and feels natural
in every swing. Fiddly shells, however, can be a pain to match. Not being able to separate large trunks is also a concern, although this is what to expect with models of this size. Gransfors Bruks Small Forest Axe 19 Inch, 420 Length with handle: 19 inches, Supplied original Gransfors Axe-bookWes: 2
pounds of shell in vegetable tanned leatherPerfect for splitting small sticks or cutting limbwoodThe Small Forest Axe is great for cutting down trees and limbing So what should you get? As with all buying decisions, the final choice is entirely up to you. Whatever your need for an axe should be the deciding
factor for you. Both of these axes have points for and against them, and it all comes down to those elements that you find most important in the axe. The most important point to consider is likely to be the quality of the blade and handle. Other factors (such as the shell) are purely aesthetic problems, so
think about functionality and how well the axe performs before making a decision based on looks alone. Think about how you will use the product and what you want to achieve with it. When it comes to blades, the Open Axe has a clear advantage for splitting logs. The cleavage wedge design is a
welcome addition and means that even the most hardened small logs can be easily solved. The small forest axe, however, is so sharp and reliable. Right out of the box, this axe can come to work - which is a really important feature. In terms of handles, many of them will be much off the straight design of
the Open Axe. If you prefer a more ergonomic, curved handle - with plenty of grip and comfort - then a small forest axe might just be the right choice for you. You can be sure that both axes covered here are high quality products. Whichever you choose, it will be made of the best materials and designed to
be almost perfect. The choice is yours to make and hopefully enough information has been provided here in order to be an easy and informed decision for you. Here are some other high quality axes if none of these axes make the cut for you. You.
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